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Social concepts such as ‘‘tactless’’ or ‘‘honorable’’ enable us to
describe our own as well as others’ social behaviors. The prevailing
view is that this abstract social semantic knowledge is mainly
subserved by the same medial prefrontal regions that are consid-
ered essential for mental state attribution and self-reflection.
Nevertheless, neurodegeneration of the anterior temporal cortex
typically leads to impairments of social behavior as well as general
conceptual knowledge. By using functional MRI, we demonstrate
that the anterior temporal lobe represents abstract social semantic
knowledge in agreement with this patient evidence. The bilateral
superior anterior temporal lobes (Brodmann’s area 38) are selec-
tively activated when participants judge the meaning relatedness
of social concepts (e.g., honor–brave) as compared with concepts
describing general animal functions (e.g., nutritious–useful). Re-
markably, only activity in the superior anterior temporal cortex,
but not the medial prefrontal cortex, correlates with the richness
of detail with which social concepts describe social behavior.
Furthermore, this anterior temporal lobe activation is independent
of emotional valence, whereas medial prefrontal regions show
enhanced activation for positive social concepts. Our results dem-
onstrate that the superior anterior temporal cortex plays a key role
in social cognition by providing abstract conceptual knowledge of
social behaviors. We further speculate that these abstract concep-
tual representations can be associated with different contexts of
social actions and emotions through integration with frontolimbic
circuits to enable flexible evaluations of social behavior.

functional MRI � semantics � social cognition � temporal lobe � frontal lobe

‘‘What is honor?’’ asks Shakespeare’s Falstaff (The First Part
of King Henry the Fourth 5.1.133). Although the meaning

of a social or moral concept, such as honor, changes with cultural
context, we are nonetheless able to understand its core meaning
in a 16th-century play. Here, we explore the neuroanatomical
basis of this remarkably stable social domain of conceptual
knowledge. One hypothesis is that such abstract social semantic
knowledge necessary to describe psychological characteristics is
mainly subserved by the same medial prefrontal regions (1–3)
that are essential for attributing mental states (theory of mind)
and self-reflection (4–7). This study provides evidence for an
alternative view, which predicts separable abstract representa-
tions of social concepts (e.g., ‘‘ambitious,’’ ‘‘polite,’’ ‘‘tactless,’’
and ‘‘stingy’’) in the anterior temporal lobe.

Most of what we know about the neural organization of
conceptual knowledge is based on studies of names for living and
nonliving objects. These studies indicate that different concep-
tual domains [animals, fruits/vegetables, tools (8)] and features
[sensory, functional (9)] are represented in distinct brain regions.
There is evidence supporting the view that semantic organization
is characterized by both domain-specific supramodal (verbal and
nonverbal) and unimodal feature-specific regions (8, 10). Pa-
tients with neurodegeneration of the anterior temporal lobe (11)
demonstrate not only verbal but also nonverbal semantic im-
pairments, which lead to the conclusion that this region repre-
sents supramodal semantic knowledge (12–15).

Contrary to concepts that are expressed by names for living
things (e.g., ‘‘dog’’), social concepts (e.g., ‘‘loyal’’) are names for
social behavior or properties of living things [e.g., ‘‘acting in a
loyal way’’ or ‘‘being loyal’’ (16)]. Therefore, as the most suitable
class of concepts for comparison with social concepts, we chose
concepts that are names for animal behavior or properties (e.g.,
‘‘being nutritious,’’ ‘‘useful,’’ ‘‘trainable,’’ and ‘‘healthy’’).

Social concepts can apply to humans as well as other animals
(e.g., ‘‘a loyal dog’’), and they rely on abstract functional, more
than on sensory, knowledge (16). In some instances, we associate
social concepts with socially relevant sensory cues, such as
biological motion, which depend on posterior temporal regions
(17), and social judgments based on such sensory cues also
involve prefrontal areas (18). Grasping the meaning of social
concepts, such as ‘‘honorable’’ or ‘‘tactless,’’ however, most
prominently requires abstract functional (i.e., nonsensory)
knowledge, which entails descriptions of social behavior rather
than sensory detail (16). For example, this knowledge enables us
to understand a person’s social behavior as tactless even when
sensory cues (e.g., a friendly facial expression and body posture)
would indicate otherwise. The neuroanatomical basis of this
abstract social conceptual knowledge is elusive.

There have been several neuroimaging studies using socially
relevant words as stimuli. Most studies contrasted either a social
and nonsocial task condition (3) or two different social condi-
tions [e.g., self- vs. nonself-related (5, 19–23)] containing the
same set of words, thereby subtracting activations evoked by the
words and their respective semantic representations. It is well
established that the automatic activation of semantic represen-
tations can be elicited by the mere presentation of words even
when the task to be performed on the words does not require
explicit semantic knowledge [e.g., word/nonword decision (24)].
Two studies by Mitchell et al. (1, 2) used a different approach by
contrasting social and nonsocial words. They first looked at
activation for word pairs containing first names versus word pairs
containing fruit or clothing names (1). The authors concluded
that the medial prefrontal cortex represents social semantic
information about characteristics of persons and confined the
role of the detected left anterior temporal cortex activation to
sensory identification of socially relevant stimuli. It is not clear,
however, whether activity was related to the uniqueness of first
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names in comparison to nonunique object names, as proposed by
Grabowski et al. (25). In a subsequent study, Mitchell et al. (2)
reproduced medial prefrontal, but not anterior temporal acti-
vations for person-descriptive words when compared with body
part words; this finding supported their earlier conclusion that
semantic knowledge of psychological states is bound to the
medial prefrontal cortex. We argue, however, that none of the
above studies critically tested that prediction because when
socially relevant stimuli are categorically compared with less
socially relevant stimuli, activations can be equally well explained
by social cognitive processes other than domain-specific seman-
tic processing, such as mental state attribution.

Here, we use functional MRI (fMRI) to record brain activity
when participants make judgments about the meaning related-
ness of social concepts (e.g., honor–brave or tactless–impolite)
as compared with other animal function concepts (e.g.,
nutritious–useful, presented as word pairs), a task that requires
access to detailed conceptual knowledge. Animal function con-
cepts describe behaviors related to animal use and biological
function and can in principle apply to humans as well. Using this
categorical comparison, we are able to reproduce the network of
social cognition regions found in previous studies, including
medial prefrontal and anterior temporal cortex when comparing
socially relevant with less socially relevant words. However, as
the critical test of which of these regions is representing abstract
conceptual information, we applied two key measures of con-
ceptual knowledge as parameters in a separate regression anal-
ysis: (i) descriptiveness, and (ii) meaning relatedness of pre-
sented word pairs. By using these regression analyses, we provide
evidence that a superior sector of the anterior temporal lobe is
the only region in the brain to be selectively associated with
conceptual knowledge of social behaviors.

Descriptiveness of concepts is the richness of conceptual
knowledge detail (26). The more general a concept, the less
detail of description it conveys. A general concept (e.g., un-
friendly) is less descriptive than a more specific one (e.g.,
tactless) (27). More descriptive concepts require more detailed
conceptual knowledge and are thus predicted to increase neural
activity in conceptual brain regions. Because we specifically
investigated the detail of behavior descriptions (not sensory
detail) and adjusted for the effects of word imageability (highly
correlated with concreteness; Pearson r � 0.91, P � 0.0001), we
were able to determine whether regions code for abstract
functional (i.e., nonsensory) knowledge. Meaning relatedness is
an established measure of the degree to which two concepts are
similar in meaning, and the organization of conceptual knowl-
edge critically depends upon such information (14, 28).

Although there is no direct evidence on the anatomical locus
of abstract social concept knowledge, indirect evidence suggests
that anterior temporal lobe regions might be involved. Some
patients with penetrating head injuries to the temporal lobes
incurred during World War I were selectively unable to give
examples of social behaviors to define concepts that describe
character attributes (29). In addition, patients with anterior
temporal lobe neurodegeneration not only exhibit gross concep-
tual impairments (12), but also display changes in social behavior
(30). Functional imaging studies have revealed anterior temporal
lobe activations in such diverse tasks as moral cognition (31),
understanding others’ mental states (4) or emotions (32), when
tasks used persons’ first names (1) or famous faces and names
(33), as well as retrieval of famous name–face associations (34).
Despite this indirect evidence for the importance of the anterior
temporal lobe in social cognition, its exact contribution remains
obscure because the common cognitive component across these
different tasks has not been identified. In a recent model (31),
we therefore hypothesized that specific anterior temporal lobe
regions represent conceptual knowledge of social behaviors,
which would be an essential underlying cognitive component

shared by these social cognition tasks. A critical test of this
prediction is whether there are distinct anterior temporal lobe
regions selective for social concepts, and whether activity in
these regions correlates with (i) the degree of detail with which
concepts describe social behavior and (ii) the relatedness in
meaning of two concepts in a word pair.

Results
The number of concept pairs judged as being related or unre-
lated in meaning during fMRI was equal across conditions [see
supporting information (SI) Fig. 3]. Participants responded more
quickly to related word pairs in all conditions. Overall response
time was significantly slower for social than animal function
concepts (see SI Fig. 3). Therefore, we tested the effects of
response time on the observed brain activations for social
concepts. There was no association of increased response time
with temporal lobe activation for social concepts, ruling out
effects of task difficulty.

The categorical subtraction analysis for social compared with
animal function concepts revealed a cluster of activation (sig-
nificant at P � 0.05, family-wise error-corrected for multiple
comparisons; Table 1) within right superior temporal [Brodma-
nn’s area (BA)38] and lateral orbitofrontal/inferior frontal cor-
tex (BA47/45). In this categorical comparison, additional regions
implicated in social cognition (4, 7, 31) were also activated,
including the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (BA8) and the left
parietotemporal junction (BA22/40; Table 1). In addition, lateral
posterior fusiform activations comparable with those reported in
studies of sensory social semantics and face recognition were
detected (17, 35, 36). Although temporal lobe activation did not
differ between positive and negative social concepts, positive
social concepts engaged a more anterior sector of the medial
prefrontal cortex (BA10/32; see Fig. 1 and SI Fig. 4), indicating
that anterior temporal lobe activation is independent of emo-
tional valence.

The anterior temporal region of interest (ROI) analysis com-
paring social vs. animal concepts revealed bilateral activation of
the superior anterior temporal lobe (BA38) and less pronounced
signal increases in the anterior middle temporal cortex (BA21;
Fig. 2a). The reverse comparison (animal vs. social concepts)
revealed no significant effects. Animal function concepts com-
pared with fixation engaged anterior middle temporal cortex
(BA21; Fig. 2b). The same area was activated by social concepts
vs. fixation, indicating that the anterior middle temporal areas
are shared by both classes of concepts.

The prior demonstration of regional activity for social con-
cepts by categorical subtraction of activation for less socially
relevant concepts, however, does not reveal whether activity
specific to social concepts is elicited by conceptual knowledge of
social behaviors or by other social cognitive processes (e.g.,
attribution of mental states or self-reflection). The critical test of
this hypothesis was an independent analysis that searched for
regions in which activity was not only higher for social than for
animal concepts, but was independently correlated with the
degree of descriptiveness of social behavior and with meaning
relatedness (conjunction analysis for these three effects). The
right superior anterior temporal region (BA38) was the only
region surviving this conjunction analysis on a whole-brain basis.
ROI analysis revealed additional activation in homologous left-
hemispheric cortex (BA38; Fig. 2c). In remarkably close agree-
ment with our predictions, activity in the right superior anterior
temporal region (BA38) showed a significantly stronger corre-
lation with descriptiveness of social behavior than activity in
orbitofrontal and medial prefrontal regions (Fig. 2d and SI Table
2). There was no correlation of neural activity with descriptive-
ness of social behavior in the nonspecific right anterior middle
temporal region (BA21; data not shown). Furthermore, indi-
vidual case analyses confirmed consistent anatomical separation
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of activations related to social concepts (superior temporal) and
animal function concepts (middle temporal) within the anterior
temporal cortex, particularly within the right hemisphere (Fig.
2e; right hemisphere, P � 0.0001; left hemisphere, P � 0.001;
Fisher’s two-sided exact test; see SI Methods).

Discussion
In summary, social concepts consistently activated a selective
superior anterior temporal lobe region (BA38), and both animal
and social concepts shared a nonspecific anterior middle tem-
poral region (BA21). Social concepts also activated other regions
(orbitofrontal, medial prefrontal cortex, and temporoparietal
junction) known to be crucial for social cognition (1, 4, 31). Only
activity in the superior anterior temporal cortex, however,
robustly correlated with the richness of detail with which social
concepts describe social behavior. This finding corroborates our
prediction that specific anterior temporal lobe regions represent
conceptual knowledge of social behaviors (31). Activity in the

superior temporal pole (BA38) agrees with selective connections
between this area and medial prefrontal cortex (37), a known key
region for social cognition (4, 6, 7, 31, 38). On the contrary,
middle and inferior temporal lobes are primarily connected to
the orbital network, which integrates information from sensory
systems and rewards (37). The exact anatomical location of our
superior anterior temporal lobe region according to recent
human anatomical studies (39) is at the posterior border of the
temporal pole (BA38) reaching into the anterior superior tem-
poral gyrus (BA22), which is highly connected to the superior
temporal pole [BA38 (37)].

The independence of temporal lobe activation from emotional
valence is in line with our prediction that abstract social con-
ceptual representations in the anterior temporal lobe are
valence-independent and can be dynamically associated with
different emotionally relevant contexts encoded in frontolimbic
circuits (31). This independence from emotional valence may
explain why neuroimaging investigations of emotional word
connotations did not find consistent anterior temporal lobe
activation (40, 41).

These results cannot be attributed to confounding differences
between social and animal function words because we meticu-
lously controlled for all relevant psycholinguistic differences
(including lexical frequency and familiarity) in the categorical
subtractions and confirmed our results by independent para-
metric regression analyses. Higher frequency of adjectives in the
social concept condition cannot explain effects within the ante-
rior temporal lobe because lesions in this region lead to con-
ceptual impairment irrespective of word class (12, 14). Also,
there was no association of increased response time with tem-
poral lobe activation for social concepts, ruling out effects of task
difficulty.

Our results are in agreement with the central role of the
anterior temporal lobes for representing abstract conceptual
knowledge (12–15, 28, 42), concepts denoted by composite
expressions (43–45), and the importance of the right temporal
lobe for social cognition (30). Subdivisions for different semantic
domains (e.g., tools, animals, and faces) were demonstrated in
modality-specific posterior temporal regions (35, 36, 46). This
study demonstrates that specialized subregions for different
conceptual domains also exist within the anterior temporal lobe.
It has been argued that subdivisions for different object cate-
gories in the posterior temporal cortex do not necessarily reflect

Table 1. Social vs. animal function concepts

Hemisphere Area

MNI

BA Z scorex y z

R Lateral orbitofrontal/anterior temporal cluster** 48 21 �9 47 4.29
R Anterior superior temporal gyrus** 57 12 0 38 3.82
R Lateral orbitofrontal/inferior frontal gyrus** 54 33 6 47/45 3.94
L and R Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex* �6 21 54 8 3.55
L Middle frontal gyrus* �36 33 24 46 3.55
L Inferior frontal gyrus* �48 15 9 45 3.48
L Parieto-temporal junction* �57 �45 30 40/22 3.18
L Lateral inferior temporal gyrus* �63 �39 �12 20/21 3.28
L Lateral fusiform gyrus* �42 �51 �30 37 3.99
L Medial occipital gyrus* �33 �84 12 19 3.71
L Subthalamic nucleus* �12 �15 �3 — 3.66

Social concepts (sum of all effects of interest: i � ii � iii) vs. animal function concepts (sum of all effects of interest: i � ii � iii) inclusively masked with social
concepts (all effects of interest: i � ii � iii) vs. fixation. Effects of interest: (i) partial regression effect of event-related hemodynamic response function (HRF),
(ii) partial regression effect of descriptiveness on HRF, and (iii) partial regression effect of meaning relatedness on HRF. All areas surviving P � 0.005, uncorrected
voxel-level threshold (minimum cluster size � 10 voxels) in the whole-brain analysis are reported. Subclusters �8 mm apart are italic. *, Areas surviving
FDR-corrected threshold at P � 0.05; **, areas surviving the most stringent correction for multiple comparisons (family-wise error) at P � 0.05. Only areas surviving
stringent correction (family-wise error) or those predicted by an a priori anatomical hypothesis are discussed in the text (see SI Methods). MNI, Montreal
Neurological Institute Standard Brain coordinates. L, left; R, right.

Fig. 1. Positive vs. negative social concepts. Whole-brain analysis at a
voxel-level threshold of P � 0.005 (minimum cluster size � 10 voxels). The peak
coordinate of the displayed anterior medial prefrontal (BA10/32) region is
�12, 54, 18, Z � 3.64. Regions not displayed here, which were additionally
detected: left lateral orbitofrontal cortex (BA47/11), �42, 30, �15, Z � 4.44;
dorsal anterior cingulate (BA24), �3, 0, 24, Z � 3.51. No temporal lobe
differences emerged on a whole-brain and anterior temporal ROI basis, also
at P � 0.05 uncorrected. See also SI Fig. 4 for parameter estimates for positive
and negative social concepts.
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modular specialization for a given category, and that for most
categories of objects category effects can be explained by a
continuous topographical representation of attributes (i.e., fea-
tures) according to feature similarity (35, 46). The same logic can
be applied to our finding of topographic differences within the
anterior temporal lobe for conceptual representations of social
and general animal behavior. They could be equally well ex-
plained by domain-specific as well as conceptual similarity-based
topographic organization of underlying cortical representations.

Further studies are necessary to address the exact role of more
inferior anterior temporal lobe regions that were reported in
addition to superior anterior temporal cortex in neuroimaging
studies of social cognition (31–33) and in what way famous face
naming relates to conceptual knowledge of social behaviors
studied here. Famous face and proper name processing were
used as measures of person-specific semantic knowledge in
patient lesion and functional imaging studies (33, 47–52). Neu-
ropsychological cases exhibited extensive lesions of the left (49)
or right (50) anterior temporal lobe, with relative sparing of the

superior sector (51). The specificity of famous face-naming
impairment after temporal pole lesions has been questioned by
findings of equal impairments for other unique entities [e.g.,
famous buildings (25, 48, 52)]. Tranel (48) concluded that the left
temporal pole is involved in lexical retrieval of unique object
names. Other authors have stressed the distributed nature of
lesions leading to impairments of retrieving proper names (53).
In any case, our findings cannot be attributed to lexical (i.e.,
word-form) retrieval of proper names because we used non-
unique concepts as stimuli, and our task did not involve lexical
retrieval.

One possible relation between more sensory semantic infor-
mation related to persons (as measured by famous face-naming
tasks) and the abstract conceptual knowledge investigated here
was proposed by Burton and colleagues (54). They suggest
dissociable cognitive representations for multimodal informa-
tion necessary to identify a person (e.g., face image, proper
name) and more abstract information about a person (e.g.,
occupation). The anatomical locus of both systems has not been

Fig. 2. (a) Social vs. animal function concepts (ROI analysis, section at x � 59) showed activation of a superior anterior temporal region [BA38; right hemisphere
activation greater than left hemisphere activation (right � left); 51, 18, �12, Z � 3.5, surviving P � 0.05 corrected for 360 anterior temporal voxel volume activated
by social concepts vs. fixation] and less strongly anterior middle temporal cortex (BA21; right � left; 57, �3, �21, Z � 2.17). (b) Animal function concepts vs.
fixation engaged the same anterior middle temporal area (BA21, right � left; 57, �3, �21; Z � 3.62, section at x � 60). This region was also activated by social
concepts vs. fixation (BA21, right � left; 54, �3, �21; Z � 4.83, corrected P � 0.001 by using the total 914 voxel volume of the bilateral anterior temporal ROI
mask; data not shown). (Note that Z scores for clusters with P values that are � 0.05 and were small-volume-corrected by using a 12-mm sphere around the peak
voxel in the whole-brain analysis are bold.) (c) Regions in which activity was higher for social than for animal concepts and that were independently correlated
with descriptiveness of social behavior and meaning relatedness: conjunction null analysis for all of these three effects (ROI for display, sagittal at x � 57, and
axial views at z � �6) revealed a selective right superior anterior temporal region on a whole-brain basis (BA38; right vs. left; 51, 15, �12; Z � 2.9). (d) Parameter
estimates and SEs for descriptiveness of social behavior, meaning relatedness, and domain-specificity (social vs. animal) at right superior anterior temporal,
orbitofrontal, and medial prefrontal peak coordinates. (e) Number of individual subjects with activation within middle and superior anterior temporal lobe (aTL)
at P � 0.05 for social vs. animal function concepts (right superior aTL, n � 19; right middle aTL, n � 6; other, n � 1) and animal concepts vs. fixation (right superior
aTL, n � 0; right middle aTL, n � 22; other, n � 4). Fisher’s two-sided exact tests showed that type of contrast (social vs. animal or animal vs. fixation) influenced
how many subjects had activations located within the superior aTL or middle aTL, respectively (right, P � 0.0001; left, P � 0.001; see SI Methods).
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identified yet. Following this scheme, the abstract conceptual
representations detected in our study would be part of the latter
system devoted to describe a person’s social behavior, but neither
necessary nor sufficient to identify a person. Formal testing of
more abstract social semantic knowledge is usually not reported
in cases describing famous face-naming impairments in anterior
temporal lobe lesions. In a patient with bilateral inferior tem-
poral pole lesions, however, normal spontaneous use of abstract
knowledge about social values was described, which contrasted
with severe impairments on famous face naming (55). Together
with the relative sparing of the superior anterior temporal lobe
in another case of famous face-naming impairment (51), this
evidence points to a possible inferior–superior gradient for
multisensory versus abstract person-specific knowledge. The
exact topographic relation of both types of person-related se-
mantic systems needs to be addressed in future studies.

Previous functional neuroimaging studies comparing abstract
with concrete concepts have, among other areas, reported
activations in comparable superior temporal pole regions, as the
one identified here (38, 56–58). In principle, one could derive
two different conclusions from this anatomical convergence: (i)
Our findings can be explained on the basis of the abstractness of
our stimuli and are not specific to the social relevance of meaning
representations, and (ii) the reported superior anterior temporal
activations in studies on abstract concepts are due to the
incidental use of socially relevant concepts as stimuli. We argue
that the latter conclusion is strongly supported. Because in all
our analyses partial effects of social concepts are adjusted for
effects of imageability, which is highly correlated with concrete-
ness, differences in abstractness/concreteness cannot explain the
differences in activations between social and animal function
concepts. Furthermore, our regression analyses demonstrated
that the degree of activation in the superior anterior temporal
region was increased with the degree to which concepts de-
scribed social behavior. This effect was again independent of
differences in imageability because it was adjusted for in the
multiple-regression model. In summary, our experimental de-
sign carefully rules out a confounding effect of general abstract-
ness to explain our data. Thus, the comparable activation sites
within the superior anterior temporal lobe reported in previous
studies on abstract concepts can be reinterpreted as due to the
social relevance of used concepts. This conclusion is corrobo-
rated by looking at provided listings of stimuli, which, to a large
proportion, contained socially relevant concepts (38, 56, 58). For
example, in the study by Sabsevitz et al. (38), concepts such as
‘‘courage’’ and ‘‘disgrace’’ were mixed with less socially relevant
abstract concepts such as ‘‘lesson’’ and ‘‘riddle.’’ The degree of
social relevance, however, was not controlled.

Taken together, our findings indicate that a superior sector of
the anterior temporal cortex plays a key role in social cognition
by representing abstract conceptual knowledge of social behav-
iors, and that these representations are independent of emo-
tional valence. Furthermore, we demonstrated that, although
medial prefrontal cortex is involved in processing socially rele-
vant information, it does not represent abstract social semantic
knowledge. We further speculate that abstract conceptual rep-
resentations in the anterior temporal lobe can be associated with
different contexts of social actions and emotions through inte-
gration with frontolimbic circuits to enable flexible evaluations
of social behavior (31).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-six healthy participants (13 men; age mean �
29.4 � 9.0; years of education mean � 17.5 � 2.5) took part in
the fMRI experiment. Data from five additional participants had
to be excluded before the statistical analysis (n � 2, no response
times recorded; n � 1, MR-scanner failure; n � 1, head motion;
n � 1, temporal lobe signal loss). All participants were right-

handed (59) and native English speakers. All participants un-
derwent a neurological examination by a board-certified neu-
rologist and a clinical MRI during the previous 12 months, had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, had no history of psychi-
atric or neurological disorders, and were not taking centrally
active medications. Informed consent was obtained according to
procedures approved by the National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke’s Internal Review Board. Participants were
compensated for their participation according to the National
Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke’s standards.
Measures of self-esteem and trait affective style were collected
before the fMRI experiment [Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (60),
mean � 36.1 � 3.7; PANAS (61) positive affect score, mean �
36.3 � 6.8; negative affect score, mean � 13.6 � 3.7].

fMRI Paradigm. Participants decided whether written word pairs
were related in meaning by pressing one of two response keys.
Three different types of word pairs or a visual fixation pattern
were presented: (i) animal function concepts [used with kind
permission of the authors of ref. 62; e.g., nutritious–useful, n �
75], (ii) positive social concepts [used with kind permission of the
authors of ref. 27; e.g., honor–brave, n � 75], and (iii) negative
social concepts (27) (e.g., tactless–impolite, n � 75; see SI Fig.
5 and SI Methods). In two independent prestudies, we asked
participants to rate the degree of detail with which each word
described social behavior (social concepts) or animal behavior
(animal function concepts) and how related in meaning both
words within a pair were (i.e., meaning relatedness; see SI
Methods). Relevant psycholinguistic variables were matched
across conditions (word familiarity, frequency, difference in
category breadth and social desirability within word pair, asso-
ciativity, and meaning relatedness; see SI Methods).

Image Acquisition. Echo-planar T2*-weighted images with blood
oxygenation-level-dependent contrast were acquired (311 vol-
umes per run) on a 3 Tesla General Electric scanner (GE
Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) equipped with a standard head coil,
high-order manual shimming to temporal and ventral frontal
lobes [3-mm slice thickness, 64 � 64 matrix, 37 slices, repetiton
time � 2.3 sec, field of view: 220 � 220, parallel to the anterior
to posterior commissural line, whole-brain coverage (not cere-
bellum)]. The first five volumes were discarded to allow for T1
equilibration effects. The combination of high-field MRI, thin-
ner slices, and high-order manual shimming optimized the signal
in anterior temporal and ventral frontal lobes. All participants
had full coverage of the anterior temporal lobes upon inspection
of normalized images (see SI Fig. 6). One subject was excluded
before statistical analysis because of signal dropout within
predefined critical regions (anterior temporal lobe, BA38/22,
BA21, BA20; ventromedial prefrontal, BA11, BA25, BA24,
BA32; ventrolateral prefrontal, BA11/47; and frontopolar cor-
tex, BA10). In addition, high-resolution (�1 mm3) T1-weighted
3D magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo
structural images were collected (1-mm slice thickness, 128
slices, matrix: 224 � 224, field of view: 220 � 222). Head motion
was restricted by using vacuum bags fitted to the participant’s
head.

Image Analysis. Imaging data were analyzed by using statistical
parametric mapping (SPM5; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/
spm5) and a general linear model (63). The mean degree of
descriptiveness and meaning relatedness were modeled as para-
metric predictors of interest for each stimulus condition. Im-
ageability, number of syllables, and social desirability for social
concepts were modeled as covariates of no interest. A separate
model was set up including all above variables, with the addition
of response time for each stimulus condition to test whether
domain-specific effects were due to response time effects.
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Categorical contrasts were formed by summing up all effects
of interest per condition: (i) condition-specific hemodynamic
response function (HRF), (ii) effect of behavior descriptiveness
convolved with HRF, and (iii) effect of meaning relatedness
convolved with HRF. Reported statistics were performed on the
second level by using a random-effects model.

To investigate whether there was a brain region where domain-
specific effect (social vs. animal), descriptiveness of social be-
havior, and meaning relatedness of social concepts were detect-
able in conjunction (conjunction null analysis), we set up a
separate factorial model at the second level. The factorial model
included the following contrasts: (i) condition-specific HRF
compared with fixation HRF, (ii) effect of behavior descriptive-
ness, and (iii) meaning relatedness of each condition convolved
with the respective HRF.

We inclusively masked each reported categorical contrast
(e.g., social vs. animal) with a contrast against the low-level
control condition (e.g., social vs. fixation; see SI Methods).

Whole-brain analyses were based on an uncorrected voxel level
of P � 0.005 (10 voxels minimum cluster size) in a priori
predicted regions known from the social and semantic neuro-
science literature (see SI Methods). Results from anterior tem-
poral lobe ROI analyses were displayed on an uncorrected voxel
level of P � 0.05 (10 voxels minimum cluster size) to show the
extent of activation and corroborate regional specificity. All
reported coordinates are in Montreal Neurological Institute
Space.
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